Thank You
From John MacArthur

God sovereignly uses the believers’ prayers to advance the cause of Christ around the world; your prayer partnership has been a blessing to me for over 27 years now. We have seen an immeasurable gospel impact with graduates in over 80 countries, six continents, and 47 states. This testifies to the faithfulness of Christ in answering your prayers for TMS and for TMS men.

The Master’s Dividend purposes to encourage you with the ministry fruit of TMS, the answers to your prayers for us. Many of you have told us that you routinely forward The Master's Dividend to your friends and family who love the Lord and also pray for TMS. So, we are inviting you to connect your interested friends and family with us. Please simply reply to this email with email addresses of those who would pray for our ministry and be blessed to receive The Dividend to hear how God uses TMS men worldwide.

We will never ask for anything of our Dividend readers except for their faithful prayers.

Yours for the Master,

John MacArthur
President